Abstract-This demo showcases some of the capabilities foreseen for the security infrastructure designed by the H2020 SHIELD project. SHIELD exploits NFV for adaptive monitoring of an IT infrastructure and for feeding the data to an analytics engine to detect attacks in real time. An intelligent reaction system is then activated to reconfigure the SDN/NFV infrastructure so that the attacks are thwarted. The SDN/NFV infrastructure itself is protected from attacks thanks to trusted computing techniques, that permit to quickly identify misbehaving nodes. The proposed demo will present detection and reaction to a DDoS attack (by on-the-fly deployment of new virtual network security functions and/or change of network paths), as well as detection of software attacks against virtual network functions (executed in Docker containers) and unauthorized modification of the SDN switching tables and NFV configurations.
I. INTRODUCTION
SDN and NFV offer new capabilities in several respects. With regards to network security, it is very important their ability to easily reconfigure network paths and to change builtin network functionality through the deployment of Virtual Network Functions (VNF) in specific network locations as needed.
SHIELD (Securing against intruders and other threats through an NFV-enabled environment) is a H2020 project [1] that aims to exploit SDN/NFV capabilities for creating a protection layer for an IT infrastructure [2] . To this aim, security-specialized network functions (named virtual Network Security Functions, vNSF) are developed and exploited. These can be monitoring vNSF (to collect data for the analytics engine) or reactive vNSF (to implement the reaction to an attack).
The ideas behind SHIELD were driven by three main use cases: (UC1) an Internet Service Provider (ISP) or a corporation willing to protect its own infrastructure (while reducing costs and management complexity with respect to a traditional appliance-based design); (UC2) an ISP willing to offer Security-as-a-Service (SECaaS) to its customers through its own NFV infrastructure; (UC3) a duly empowered entity, such as an externally appointed Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) provider, needing to monitor a network. The architecture of SHIELD is depicted in Figure 1 and it is composed of the following main elements:
• a vNSF orchestrator, to manage the deployment and operation of the vNSFs in coordination with other networkoriented operations over the SDN/NFV infrastructure; • a vNSF store, providing the virtual components used in creating the protection layer; • the monitoring and acting vNSFs actually deployed into the to-be-protected IT infrastructure; • the Trust Monitor, in charge to monitor the state of the running vNSFs as well as that of the infrastructure itself (to know which nodes can be trusted to receive the deployment of a new vNSF); • DARE, the Data Analysis and Remediation Engine, which executes two main tasks: (A) detect attacks based on the information received from the monitoring vNSFs and its own knowledge base, and (B) exploit a rule-based engine to decide which is the appropriate reaction to an attack and request appropriate reconfiguration of the protection infrastructure.
• a dashboard to interact with the relevant users (e.g. network/security managers, duly empowered third-parties).
All these elements are aligned with ETSI-NFV architecture [3] and built on the basic functionalities and prototype com-ponents developed in the former FP7 projects T-NOVA [4] and SECURED [5] .
II. DEMO PART I -NFV-BASED DETECTION AND

REACTION
To demonstrate the capabilities of SHIELD, we designed a demo aiming to detect and react to a Distributed Denialof-Service (DDoS) attack. This permits to showcase several features of SHIELD:
• availability and use of various kinds of vNSFs, namely those for monitoring net-flow traffic and layer 7 filtering (a.k.a. application-level firewall); • detection of the attack through data collected by the monitoring vNSFs and fed to the DARE, which marks the traffic as suspicious and invokes the actions associated to this kind of threat; • the DARE defines the "recipes" associated to the specific attack and presents them to the user via the dashboard; • the user is notified about the incident and applies the mitigation via the dashboard; • the vNSF orchestrator is requested to block the offending traffic by deploying or activating appropriate firewall vNSFs; • the orchestrator deploys reaction vNSFs in suitable nodes, blocking the attack.
III. DEMO PART II -TRUSTED INFRASTRUCTURE
Since SHIELD uses SDN/NFV for protecting a target, the SDN/NFV infrastructure itself must be protected to avoid being subverted by an attacker and not performing its expected protection actions.
Besides standard hardening and protection techniques commonly used to protect NFV and cloud platforms, we place special emphasis on trust and integrity of the virtualised infrastructure. We want to know if the network nodes are in a "good" state, that is if they are running only the provided software (and no other possibly malicious or wrong components) and if the deployed configurations are coherent with those planned at the management and control layers. If the answers to these questions are positive, then we conclude that the infrastructure is in a trusted state and can be used to deploy the required monitoring and acting vNSFs. Figure 2 depicts the architecture and flows used in SHIELD to monitor the integrity of the infrastructure.
The Trust Monitor periodically polls the nodes in the network to get their integrity reports (via the well-known secure Remote Attestation protocol) and compares the results with those present in a white-list database. This database is populated by the network and security managers that insert information about the acceptable vNSFs, their expected current configurations, and the software components of NFV Infrastructure (NFVI) itself.
If a miss or a misalignment is detected, the Trust Monitor informs the DARE and the orchestrator, requesting to isolate the offending component and to reconfigure the infrastructure to still provide the expected functionality with other good components. Of course, an investigation by an auditor is also required to understand the source of the problem and prevent bit in the future.
The technology used to implement the Trust Monitor and the integrity attestation framework was developed in SECURED [6] as an extension of the Open Attestation (OAT) framework.
The proposed demo will touch the following points:
• the Trust Monitor verifies the integrity state of the NFVI and reports its good state (including the deployed vNSFs and related configurations); • an attack is performed on the NFVI (e.g. due to an improperly configured access control on a node) and the attacker deploys a new malicious software component at the node and changes the SDN flow 
